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Status

• Issue tracking on github
• Five remaining open issues block WGLC
• New issues/PRs still welcome
• Addressing on-list feedback
Recent changes

• Operational reqs -> Signal channel reqs
• Make room for QUIC
• Message size moved to Signal channel reqs
• Minor clarifications and rewordings
Recently closed issues

• #5: Distinction between session and channel
• #6: Data channel and mutual auth
• #10: Definition of session maintenance
• #32: Domain name mitigation scope
Remaining open issues

- #16: Overlapping request handling
- #17: Server NAT considerations
- #18: Resource ownership
- #19: Requirements for authNZ
- #20: Replay protections
Remaining work

• Address on-list feedback
• Close remaining issues
• On track for WGLC at IETF 99?
Thank you

https://github.com/dotswg/dots-requirements